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L a  langue mongole des transcriptions chinoises d u  published one part of Palladius' manuscript and 

XIVe si8cle. L e  Houa-y i  yi-yu de  1389. B d i - wrote a few articles which did not even mention 
Palladius' name, this led to the misunderstanding t i o n  critique pricidbe des observations philo- of too often attributing to Pozdneev theories of 

logiques et accompagne'e de la  reproduct ion which he in reality was not the creator. The fact 
phototypique d u  texte .  By MARIAN LEWICEI.that Palladius had restored the Mongolian text 
(Travaux de la Sociittk des Sciences et des 
Lettres de Wroclaw, ser. A, nr. 29.) Pp. 228. 
Wroclaw, 1949. 

The next most important Middle Illongolian text 
in Chinese transcription, after the Secret History, 
is a work entitled Hua-y i  yi-yu. The significance 
of this work was recognized long ago by Paul 
Pelliot, the Reverend Antoine Mostaert, and other 
scholars who frequently quoted Mongolian words 
occurring in it in various works.= However, this 
important source remained unpublished until 
r~en~icki'sbook appeared. I t s  publication is to be 
welcomed, because it deals with a valuable source 
of the Mongolian of the 14th century and is also 
a model scholarly work in  the field of Mongolian 
historical linguistics, written with profound knowl- 
edge of the material and of Mongolian languages 
in general. The book is divided into several chap- 
ters : a brief introduction (5-15); containing the 
history of the problem and a survey of previous 
works on related subjects, is followed by a long 
chapter dealing with the methods of restoration of 
Mongolian texts in  Chinese transcription, as ap- 
plied by the predecessors of Lewicki. I n  connection 
with Lewicki's remark that Pozdneev repeated the 
observations of Palladius and made minor changes 
in  the transcription of Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih ( IS) ,  
i t  is necessary to point out that Pozdneev did not 
perform independent work on the Secret History 
a t  all. E e  got from Palladius the latter's manu-
script, and published a small portion of it after 
making a few changes in the transcription which 
he considered necessary from the point of view of 
Mongolian phonology, but not from the viewpoint 
of Chinese historical phonology. The latter could 
not even be expected from Pozdneev, who had an 
inadequate knowledge of Chinese. As Pozdneev 

Cf. e. g. Paul Pelliot, Les mots 8, h-initiale aujourd' 
hui amuie dans le mongo1 des XIIIe e t  XIVe siQcles, JAs 
Avril-juin 1925; A. de Smedt, C. I. C. sf. et A. Mostaert, 
C. I.C. M., Le dialecte Monguor par16 par les mongols 
du Kansou Occidental, I I I e  partie, Dictionnaire monguor- 
francais, Peip'ing, 1933, p. iv; Antoine Mostaert, 
C. I. C. M., Textes oraux ordos, Peip'ing, 1937, p. sxi i ;  
Antoine Mostaert, A propos du mot Jirolya de 1'Histoire 
SecrBte des Mongols, H J A S  12, p. 473. 

of the Secret History became known only in 1924, 
when the manuscript was found in Pozdneev's 
papers purchased from his widow by the Academy 
of Sciences of the USSR. Therefore, Pozdneev 
should be mentioned only in so far as he is re- 
sponsible for certain alterations of Palladius' 
transcription. 

Similarly, Rozin's book as discussed by Lewicki 
on pp, 22-24, is not a product of independent re- 
search either. Kozin is not a Sinologist and he 
does not know Chinese. He did not restore the 
Mongolian text of the Secret History, but only 
romanized Palladius' manuscript which had been 
written in Cyrillic transcription. He, too, intro- 
duced a few insignificant changes in transcription 
and made a Russian translation mainly on the basis 
of the Chinese glosses as translated by Palladius. 

The third chapter of Lewicki's book contains 
an analysis of the Chinese transcription of the 
Mongolian texts of the 14th century. This is the 
central and most responsible part of his work, 
because his entire research is based on it. Lewicki 
performed the difficult task of restoration of the 
text seriously and conscientiously, and he is right 
in insisting that the text restoration be based on 
the pronunciation of the 14th century and not 
that of the modern period (26) .  Pages 28-55 con- 
sist of tables containing 509 Chinese characters, 
their Ancient Chinese equivalents, and their 
hP'ags-pa and Mongolian equivalents. These tables 
are much more detailed than those by H a e n i s ~ h . ~  
As the latter bases his work on the modern North 
Chinese pronunciation, the difference between his 
transcription and that of Lewicki is considerable. 
On p. 51 ff. we find a complete list of syllables 
with an enumeration of all the Mongolian words 
in which they occur. This part of the work is also 
written excellently, and the author of this review 
has only a few corrections to add to Lewicki's 
transcription of the Written Mongolian forms 
given in his book in parentheses: 

1. boyurn ( 5 1 )  should be boyom : the second 
syllable has the vowel o < *a. 

Erich Haenisch, WGrterbuch zu Manghol un Niuca 
Tohaca'an (Yiian-ch'ao pi-shi), Geheime Geschichte der 
Llongolen, Leipzig, 1939, p. 185-187. 
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2. The form abuga (53) is correct and in 
Written Mongolian, too, there is a word ebuge, 
i. e. without a final n ;  cf. ebiige in the letters of 
the I1 Khans and in  the inscription in memory 
of Hindu; its meaning is 'great-grat~dfather. '~ 
I t  occurs also in the Dagur language in the form 
euka 'the elder brother of the mother, the hus- 
band of the elder sister of the father.'* Thus, 
there is no need for addition of a final n as 
Lewicki suggests. 

3. The vocalism of the second syllable of 
nokuEiigsiin (54) is o < "e, i. e. i t  should be noko- 
Eagsan < "nolceiegsen. 

4. The consonant in Eukaburi 'jackal' (54) 
is not k but g ;  cf. Mo. Eogebiiri, Kalmuck tizwr. 
If there had been k i t  would not have vanished in 
the Hua-yi yi-yu and the latter would not read 
" " ) "  

CZL a. 
5 .  An interesting form is EEurgu ' locust ' (55), 

which is certainly a Turkic word; cf. Uzbek 
Eegirtkii. 

6. The words doyuZarl 'lame ' and soxur 'blind ' 
(68) should be transcribed as doyola7 < *doyaZaq 
and soxor < *soqar. 

It should be mentioned that Lewicki's observa- 
tion that the Chinese voiceless occlusive consonants 
correspond to Mongolian voiced consonants, but 
the Chinese aspirated voiceless consonants corre- 
spond to Mongolian voiceless consonants (81)' is 
correct from the phonemic point of view, while 
from the purely phonetic point of view the Chi- 
nese voiceless aspirated consonants correspond to 
Mongolian voiceless aspirated consonants, and the 
Chinese voiceless unaspirated consonants corre-
spond to llongolian voiceless weak consonants 
(mediae lenes) : Chin. t' : Khalkha t' = Chin. 
t : Kh. n. This fact explains why the Chinese 
authors did not hare any difficulty in transcribing 
the RIongolian words concerned. 

The fourth chapter (89-132) deals with the 
Xongolian language represented in the Hua-yi 
yi-yu. This is an interesting description of one 
of the Middle Mongolian dialects. 

Lewicki starts with the problem of vocalic har- 
mony and remarks that among the former scholars 
engaged in  the study of Sino-Rlongolian texts of 

Francis TVoodman Cleaves, The Sino-Mongolian In- 
scription of 1362 in Jlemory of Prince Hindu, H J A S  12, 
p. 	63. 

4 N. N. Poppe, Dagurskoe narec_hie, Leningrad, 1930, 
p. 81. 

the 14th century there was no complete agreement 
as to whether there had been vocalic harmony or 
not (89).  I do not think this is so. The fact of 
the matter is that we find in the works of the 
European scholars two different methods of tran- 
scription of Chinese characters : Pelliot and 
Rlostaert did not confine themselves to a simple 
transliteration of the Chinese characters, but ren- 
dered the Mongolian words according to what 
their historical pronunciation was. Hence Pelliot 
wrote, for example, ugiilariin, bo'usu, da'uniir, 
miin, and so and in Mostaert's works we find 
such forms as n o k ~ r , ~  oki-ben, o'esiin, hudekiii-ben, 
and ke~edki in .~ On the other hand, Pozdneev, who 
published part of Palladius' manuscript, slightly 
modified the vocalization of Palladius' original 
text and brought the Mongolian text closer to the 
phonetic features of the &fongolian language. 
Palladius confined himself to a transliteration of 
the Chinese characters according to their modern 
North Chinese pronunciation. Il is  transcription 
is only a conrentional transliteration. Kozin me- 
chanically romanized the text of Palladius' resto- 
ration of the Secret History, but in the second 
part of his book, where he gives a Written Mon- 
golian version of the text, he writes o and u where 
they are supposed to be. Haenisch, too, confined 
himself to transliterating the Chinese characters 
and did not use a transcription reflecting the his- 
torical Mongolian pronunciation. Therefore, he 
writes nikan, udur, de'u Zu'e, tunggelik, bolek, 
nou'uju, and u j e j ~ . ~  I n  the preface of his book 
Haenisch remarks that the back and front vowels 
are not distinguished in the Chinese transcription 
but hinted a t  only by the consonantism or eventu- 
ally by formants ('nur durch den Konsonantismus 
oder etwaige unterscheidende Formantien ange-
deutet ') .g Haenisch does not deny vocalic har- 
mony, but he is fully aware of the difficulty in 
distinguishing between, for example, o and o, be-
cause the first syllable of the words nokor and 

Paul Pelliot, Histoire Secritte des Mongols, Restitu- 
tion du texte mongo1 et traduction fran~aise des chapi- 
tres I VI, Paris, 1949, § 36-37, p. 9. 

Mostaert, H J A S  12, p. 470. 
Antoine Mostaert, Trois passages de 1'Histoire Se-

crete des Mongols, Studia Orientalia XIV: 9, p. 2. 
Erich Haenisch, Manghol un Niuca Tobca'an (Yiian-

ch'ao pi-shi), Die Geheime Geschichte der Mongolen aus 
der chinesischen Transkription (Ausgabe Ye Teh-hui) 
im mongolischen Wortlaut wiederhergestellt, Leipzig, 
1935, $ 5,  p. I. 

Haenisch, op. cit., p. xi. 
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those written as quoted by L e ~ i c k i , ~ ~  qa'anu it 
would not prove anything, because, as I have 
demonstrated, there are in the hP'ags-pa script 
forms of the type d'ulqaquti (i. e. with - '-written 
jointly with d )  and forms of the type 'ihe'en, 
' U ~ U ' U . ~ ~This is merely an orthographic differ- 
ence. As the character -'-renders a glottal stop 
it requires a preceding vowel, no matter whether 
the latter is denoted in writing or not, simply be- 
cause a g l ~ t t a l  stop after a consonant is inlpossiblc 
in Mongolian. My remarks made in Jfuqaddimat 
al-Adab 23 refer only to the pronunciation and not 
to the orthography. I may add, that, contrary to 
Lewicki (102)) the group iya does occur in hP'ags- 
pa; cf. t'ak'iya 'hen ' in the edict of Dharmapiila's 
widov, cf. also jarlik'iyar 'by the edict' in the 
inscription of Kiu-yung kulan. 

Lewicki's statement concerning the history of 
the long vowels is correct, as is his remark that 
the quality of a long vowel resulting from the 
contraction of two vowels usually corresponds to 
that of the second vowel of a group, e. g. *ayu > fi 
(103). However, there are exceptions : *oya and 
*uya > 6, *oge and *uge > o" (e. g. *toys > t6 'num- 
ber,' *jiluya > Kh. ~2016 'bridle,' "kogesiin > Kalm. 
*ko"sp 'foam,' "Eiluge > ti015 'space '). 

The Mongolian language as represented in the 
Hua-yi yi-yu is marked by numerous examples of 
assimilation of the vowel of the second syllable to 
that of the first syllable (105) : nokot < *noked 
'companions,' toro < *tore 'law,' kolb'sun < kole-
sun 'sweat,' boko'iina < "bokegune 'gnat.' A par- 24 

ticularly interesting form is Eino 'wolf' (106) ; 
cf. Muqaddimat al-Adab (28) Eino, Secret His- 
tory Eino, Khalkha t'dono, Buriat Bono id. I n  con- 
nection with these forms I might add that in the 
modern Mongolian languages (Khalkha, Buriat, 
Kalmuck, etc.) the ancient diphthong *ua < *pa 
has become either a short or a long vowel: Rh. 
joro 'omen' < *irua, but Kh. ~ 2 0 ~ 6  and Bur. iodd 
'fir-tree' < "jidua. Interesting also are the forms 
Eiyorsun 'juniper ' and Eitkor 'devil.' The former 
corresponds to a form occurring in the Secret His- 
tory and transcribed by Haenisch as cigorsun 25 

Leuricki, Houa-yi yi-yu, p. 98. 
22  Poppe, Kvadratnaia pis'mennost', p. 31. 
23 Poppe, Mongol9skiI slovar' Mukaddimat al-Adab, 

p. 16. 
''Lewicki erroneously derives them from forms with 

a "ii in the second syllable. 
"Haenisch, TY6rterbuch zu Mangbol un Niuca Tob-

ca'an, p. 27. 

and by Pelliot as The correct E i g o r ~ u n . ~ ~  tran-
scription is that of Lewicki; cf. Mo. Euyursu 'une 
sapiniGre, forst de s a ~ i n s . ' ~ ~  formThe Eitkor 
corresponds to Mo. Eidkiir, Kh. t ' i o ~ ~ o r ,  Kalmuck 
tiotkr / tdiitka, Ordos ~ i o ~ ~ o r ,  and the develop- 
ment *u > 6' in the second syllable is difficult to 
explain. Similar cases are Khalkha 8016' < *silu 
'bouillon, soup,' Hh. BODDO DO^ < *Eidur 'hobble,' 
Eh .  Borwos / Bormos < *sirbusii 'tendon,' Kh. 
dolok / Bullak < *Bilug 'verse,' and others. The 
word ado'a 'now' corresponds to Mo. ediige and 
Dagur BD';~and is interesting because of the vowel 
o < *u in the second syllable. This development 
corroborates the rule that *uya > 6 through *oya; 
cf. hP'ngs-pa jirqo'an 'six,' Buriat-Alar ioryGV, 
Buriat-Ekhirit jorydll id.28 Analogically, *uge has 
developed into o" through *oge : *ediige > *edo'e, 
*Ciluge > *iilo'e > Eh.  t'iolo" 'space, freedom,' and 
ao on. The transitional groups *oya and *oge are 
also responsible for the development *i > o and "i 
> o in the first syllable in the Kalmuck language 
vhere *uya and *uge in the non-first syllables have 
resulted in ci and 3 : Kalm. diold < *jiloya < *jiluya 
'bridle,' Kalm. tBo1~ < *tiloge < *tiluge 'space, free 
time, freedom.' 

The word 'new' occurs in the Hua-yi yi-yu in 
the ancient form Bini (106) ; cf. Mo. sine, Kh. 
dina, Bur. iena id., but Muqaddimat a1 Adab (36) 
Bini, Ibn 1IIuhanng's glossary (p. 446 of my edi- 
tion) sini, Monguor geni id. 

Peculiar features of the language represented in 
the Hua-yi yi-yu are the voiced consonants in the 
place of voiceless consonants and vice versa (107). 
Lewicki quotes interesting examples of which 
xudusun 'boot' has its equivalents in the Buriat 
dialects; cf. Alar godoholl but in other dialects 
g ~ t o h o ~ , ~ ~Muqaddimat al-Adab qudusun / yutu-
sun id. I t  should be remarked about nikan 'one ' 
(107) that this is probably the original ancient 
form but not an example of 'assourdissement ' as 
Lewicki states; cf. Secret History niken, Dagur 
ne'k'a, Mogol nikan id. 

Lemicki's hypothesis that Mongolian had pri- 
marily only one series of occlusives (108) gives 

28 Pelliot, Ristoire Secrete des Mongols, 8 74, p. 16. 
PT J. E. Ko~~ale \vskl ,Dictionnaire mongol-russe-fran- 

~ a i s ,t. 111, Kasan, 1849, p. 220. 
2 a  Poppe, Die Sprache der mongolischen Quadratschrift 

und das Yiian-ch'ao pi-shi, p. 100-101. 
20N.X. Poppe, Zametki o govore Aginskik_h buriat, 

Trudy Mongol'skoi Komissii 8 (1932),  p. 16-17. 
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rise to objections; the most ancient documents of 
the Mongolian languages, e. g. the texts in hP'ags- 
pa script and the dictionaries compiled by Moslem 
authors, show that there were t and d, q and y, 
k and g (though the relations were somehow dif- 
ferent from the modern languages). Moreover, 
the Common Altaic, too, had a complete series of 
voiceless occlusives *t, *q, *k, *p and another 
series of voiced occlusives: *d, *y, *g, and *b.SO 
Lewicki's remarks on the final postlingual conso-
nants in the language of the hPrags-pa script (109) 
need an addition : *y > q and g become - '- before 

should be corrected: Dagur has X- and not f-.S4 
To Lewicki's remark about the difficulty of dis-
tinguishing between X- and h- in Chinese tran- 
scription I might add that in Dagur x- < *q- and 
x- < *h- < *+- have converged; cf. Dag. xarbos 
< *harban ' ten'  and Xarbo- < *qarbu- ' to shoot.' 
The same thing occurred in the Monguor language : 
x- < *h- and x- < *q- have converged, cf. xarwan 
< *harban ' ten'  and xawar < *qabar 'nose.' It is 
impossible to agree with Pelliot's opinion that the 
sound k in koyimosun ' stockings made of felt '  
is due to a strong aspiration (Lewicki, p. 112) ; 

the s u f i  of the plural : ayima'udun, E ' i r i ' u d ~ n . ~ ~koyimosun is simply mispelled, and this word is 
An interesting form is Xajarli'un, a genitive of 
Xajarlix< *yajarliy. Certain words ending in *-liy 
lose their *y in the plural also in Buriat dialects 
where *-liyud becomes -lfCt, e. g. Buriat-Aga xiil'iit 
< *qayalirud 'the people of a khan,' xdl'i% 
< *qaraliyudi (accusative). 

Lewicki correctly points out that various schol- 
ars have transcribed the velar, postlingual conso-
nant in different manners : some used the letter q, 
others x (109). The mark q is to be preferred, 
because in Ancient Mongolian i t  really was q 
and not a spirant. This is evident from the 
hP'ags-pa transcription of Chinese words in which 
the Chinese h (pronounced as x) is rendered by 
another character and not q; cf. yiv t'u miv 
= Hou-t'u miao (name of a temple), yo? jhi 
= huan tse' 'prince,' yov t'ay yil: = huan t'ai hou 
'the dowager empress,' 32 ygan B i  yim bodisi'ud 
= Mongolian pronunciation Huan shi yin for the 
Chinese Kuan she yin 'AvalokiteBvara.' 33 This 
shows that the creators of the ?~P'ags-pa script 
were anxious to distinguish between the Xongolian 
q and the Chinese h. We might add that the Mos- 
lem authors use for the Xongolian q the Arabic 
character g= q while the Arabic script has three 
characters for various h-sounds : =h, =X, 
and in =h (the latter is used to transcribe the 
Mongolian h < *+) . 

Lewicki discusses on p. 112 the Middle Mon- 
golian h- < *+ (or ' % p ) .  First of all, a misprint 

N. Poppe, Altaisch und Urtiirkisch, Ungarische J a h r -  
biicher V I ,  p. 94 ff.; Rasanen, op. cit., p. 24-25. 

g1 Poppe, Kvadratnai? pis'mennost', p. 41; Poppe, Die 
Sprache der mongolischen Quadratschrift und das Yiian- 
ch'ao pi-shi, p. 99-100. 

52  Poppe, Kvadratnai? pis'mennost', p. 30. 
S a  Paul Pelliot, Un rescrit mongo1 en Qcriture 'Phags- 

pa, p. 624, note 19. 

written in all the remaining documents with an 
initial h. 

To Lewicki's discussion of the sounds s and 9 
(113) it should be added that the groups *-sqi 
and *-ski always result in -8ki: cf. $10.ayuiki
< *a7usqi ' lungs,' gclci- < *giski- ' to step, to 
trample.' 

The form Xnda'ar 'bridle' = 110.qajayar, Kh. 
~ ~ D z d r ,  is very old: cf. secret History Bur. ~ a z n r  
qada'ar, Muqaddimat al-Adab qaddr, Mogol qaddr, 
Dagur X a ~ d l o< Solon Xa~al, cf. Tungus (Bar- 
guzin) kadamiZr < *7cadapar id.35 

The phonetic description is followed by a chap- 
ter on morphology. Lewicki starts with the deri- 
vation of nouns which are of no particular intersst, 
because the suffixes concerned are well known. 
Nuch more interesting is the data on the declen- 
sion (113 ff.) .  Of the forms given on p. 118 those 
in -u7aj (e. g. kamii'aj) do not belong in the de- 
clension, because these are substantive forms of 
pronouns of the English type mine, yours. They 
are never used as attributes; cf. tada irgan Bodon- 
Ear-i kanu'ai ba ya'un-u'aj ba ka'un asaqqu uga- 36 

'ces gens ne questionnerent pas BondonEar sur 
qui et comment il Qtait.' 37 This is not a double 
genitive as Lewicki believes (118) but a genitive 
in -u + s u f i  of derivation of nouns *-yai (cf. 
Buriat-Alar garmZTx'i 'those of Garma, Garma's 
folks'). The correspondence *y = Mo. q (cf. Mo. 
tanuqaj 'yours') is not unusual in sufExes; cf. 
Mo. surumyai 'gifted' but martamqaj 'forgetful.' 

The ablative EaXEa is really unusual and it may 

3 4  Poppe, Dagurskoe narecJie, p. 129. 
N. N. Poppe, Materialy po solonskomu iszyku, Mate-

r ia ly  K o n ~ i s s i i  po i s s l e d o v a n i ~ u  Mongol'skoi i T u v i n s k o i  
N a r o d n y k h  Respublik  i Buriat-Mongol 'sk .  ASSR 14, 
Leningrad, 1931, p. 77. 

SBPelliot, Histoire SecrBte des Mongols, 5 29, p. 8. 
3 T  Pelliot, op. cit., 5 29, p. 125. 
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be a mispelled word, as Lewicki believes (119), 
though in the ancient language there are such 
forms as morin-c'a 'from the horse,' ger-c'e 'from 
the house,' and in the modern language the forms 
egunc'e 'from this ' and tegunc'e 'from that ' occur. 

A particular feature of the declension of stems 
ending in n in the Hua-yi yi-yu is the gemination 
of it before the vowel of a suffix. The cause of this 
phenomenon is not known, but a t  any rate this 
gemination does not have anything in common 
with the appearance of the consonant n in the 
Turkic genitive and accusative : qan-nT7, qan-ni 
quoted by Lewicki (121). Lewicki should know 
that the consonant n in Turkic languages is due 
to the influence of the pronominal declension, cf. 
miin and genitive man-irl > ma-+ 'of me.' 38 

Interesting plural forms are those in -an and -1 
(121-123) : da'alan 'coats,' daba'al 'passes,' kimul 
'nails.' The form in -n mentioned by Lewicki 
(122) has already been thoroughly discussed in 
various article^.^" 

N. Poppe, Tiirltisch-tschu~vassischevergleichende Stu- 
dien, Islamicn I, p. 409 ff. with a quotation of V. Thom-
sen's Inscriptions de I'Orkhon. 

35 Erich Haenisch, Steuergerechtsame der chinesischen 
Kliister unter der Mongolenherrschaft, Berichte uber die 
Verh. d .  Sachsischen Akademie d .  Wissenschaften zu 
Leipzig (Phil.-hist. Klasse) 92  ( 1 9 4 0 ) ,  p. 71, note 31; 
Poppe, Kvadratnaig. pis'mennost', pp. 47, 49; Poppe, Die 

Japanese Prints, Sharaku to Toyokuni, in the Col- 
lection of Louis V. Ledoux. Catalogue by the 
Owner with 16 plates in full color and 45 
in halftone. PRINCETONPrinceton : UNI-
VERSITY PRESS,1950. 

This is the fourth volume of a series of five, 

The pronouns (125 ff . )  are of little interest. 
Lewicki's explanation of the meanings of the in- 
clusive and exclusive pronouns is not quite correct; 
they are not 'nous en gdndral' and 'moi et ceux 
dont il est question' (125) but 'we, the speaking 
and addressed persons' and 'only we, the speak- 
ing persons without the addressed persons.' The 
pronoun mun (= hP'ags-pa singular mun, plural 
mud) = Turk. bu 'this ' (the stem of the oblique 
cases is mun) does not necessarily ascend to a 
front-vocalic form. The pronoun ayimiin is trans- 
lated 'tel ou tels' (126) ; this is only a plural in 
-n,of the form eyimii / "eyimiii. 

The verbal forms occurring in the Hua-yi yi-yu 
do not differ from the usual. Only the form bula'a 
(129) 	instead of bolage < *biiliige is of interest. 

The final part of the book is a restoration of the 
texts---edicts, letters, and so on. There is no trans- 
lation or glossary, both of which probably will be 
published in the future. 

I n  conclusion it should be said that Lewicki's 
booli is a useful contribution to Mongolian lin- 
guistics and i t  is to be hoped that this work will 
be continued. 

N-. POPPE 
UWIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON 


Sprache der mongolischen Quadratschrift und das Yiian- 
clh'ao pi-shi, p. 102-103. 

twenty-two Sharakus. It takes, of course, means 
far exceeding those of an average person to do so; 
but this was not the decisive factor in Ledouxys 
case. He  was deeply interested in this enigmatic 
genius, and spent considerable work and expense 
to lift the mystery that surrounds this artist: 
he is the co-author, with Harold G. Henderson, 
of "The Surviving Works of Sharaku" (Newthree of which have been reviewed in this JOURXAL 

(JAOS 67'. 220 ff . ;  70. 141 ff . ) .  Mr. Ledoux died 
just before the publication of the third volume; 
fortunately, he had finished the RlSS for the two 
volumes that were to follow. His heirs must be 
thanked that they have decided to complete the 
catalogue in the manner it was begun. Since the 
collection is going to be sold, as i t  was the wish 
of Mr. Ledoux, these books will be the only record 
left. It is a model record of a model collection, 
and a monument to a model collector. 

Of what caliber this collector was, can be 
gleaned from the fact that he had assembled 

York, 1939), which probably will remain for some 
time the standard work in a Western language, 
now that Fritz Rumpf has died. 

Each print is shortly described, usually in the 
words of that monograph, to which the reader is 
referred for further details. It seems that Ledoux 
did not come around to make use of a correction 
Rumpf offered about no. 21, the famous double- 
portrait of Nakamura Konoz6 and Nakajinla 
WadaSmon. According to Rumpf, the part played 
by Konoz6 is that of the keeper of a funayodo 
kanagawaya, kanagawaya being houses that rented 




